
B*R*A*A*V*O 
 
[00:00:07] Welcome everybody to another result after class. This is Jeff Herring your host and 
we're broadcasting live from our virtual studios here north of Atlanta Georgia in the foothills of the 
North Georgia Mountains and our topic for this masterclass is the B*R*A*A*V*O mindset for 
massive online success. Now someone recently asked "you talk about massive online success. Jeff 
what does that mean." Well it means a lot of things but one of my definitions or one of the criteria 
for the definition is 10k or above monthly income. Anybody here would you enjoy 10k or above 
monthly income. And I'd say yeah I remember when I had that Ellen says yes I remember when I 
had that too beautiful thing Holiness's. Heck yeah. There you go. So this is a business and life 
changing masterclass. One of the reasons I'm doing these is I just get tired of seeing these fluff and 
pitch webinars where you just gotta listen and listen and listen to how great someone is hoping 
you'll get to the good stuff. Maybe a piece of good stuff you can use. We turn that upside down and 
give you stuff that you can use. Right away even on this show and cheers back gacha or we have 
sponsors sponsors sponsors as always. Now as I look out on the crowd here this evening I see some 
folks who are not yet in our Master Mind program. We would like to change that. On this show and 
invite you into the math class mastermind inciters that will come at the end of this show if and only 
if I'm delivering on my promises.  
 
[00:02:07] And of course I'll check in with you to see if I have this particular graphic down here I'm 
with the crowd. It's where I'm doing a skit to make some points at a talk here in Atlanta. And this 
one there's two guys she's one of our members she's an insider who came to one of the workshops 
doing some direct hands on help. There's Jeff in action kids and over here to the right is our charity 
sponsor one of our familiar ones Lighthouse Family Retreat local Atlanta organization that works 
with kids live through childhood cancer families lived through childhood cancer. I went to a a 
cancer free celebration. Yesterday of a friend of mine whose daughter is now cancer free. Margaret 
says your master classes are the next best thing to a NAM's workshop. Well thank you. 
MARGARET I appreciate that. And Rick looking forward to what I want to say and I am to Rick 
out. I'll figure it out once we get there. MARGARET Can Win her through better than Anan's 
workshop crews are faster. Anyway a portion of everything that comes in from my math classes and 
webinars goes to this organization because I believe in it so completely. My youngest son is Caleb 
he's there in that picture and they're in this picture. It's just part of our year now that we go there 
every summer and volunteer for a week. So later on when you do join the insiders kids guess what 
you'll be not only invested in yourself but you'll be investing in Lighthouse. Thanks in advance. 
Thanks to all of those of you that already do. All right.  
 
[00:04:05] Now I've thought about this for a couple weeks for a couple masterclasses because we 
began this adventure with you. Yeah it is fun to be there in person. MARGARET But guess what. 
Guess what. Write this down Margaret. Get me to reveal something early. Okay guys rewrite write 
this down if you are ready to write this down you say Yay. In the Q and A it's going to be two 
words they give you a little preview of coming attractions here in Atlanta. Here are the two words 
to write down Master Class Leive master class life and I've given you enough hints so you can 
figure out what that is going to be before the year is up. OK back to what I was saying. We were 
having Facebook groups for every masterclass and then I quickly realized boy if I keep that up 
they'll be like a whole lot of math on Facebook groups to keep up with and I decided not to do that 
to you guys or to me. So we have created one Facebook group. There is the link there and I'll put 
that in the chat. Anybody that's ever been to a master class gets to be part of this group where we 
will or you'll support each other help each other learn about the next master class and get a whole 
lot of help. Not as much as being in the insiders but it'll be a good place to be. So there's a new 
header and a new head or his he only thing this over there.  
 
[00:05:56] I haven't had time to date him to build it out but you can go over there now and ask to 



join in after the show. I'll be getting everybody and get so that's your extra extra bonus along with 
all the other things you get after the show right. The unedited transcript the e-book the template the 
checklist. The universal laws and now the large Facebook group. Now could I have all those ready 
for you already. Yeah. Out of what's in my brain and in my experience I could do it. I'd rather build 
the matter what we do on each specific master class. That's why they come later. Are already 
covering this with the profitable mindset. How important that is and then the six pillars of the 
B*R*A*A*V*O mindset belief responsibility asking action vision and opportunity. And there are 
famous now famous let's make it happen. Session going to increase your belief you're asking and 
your action right here on this show you will get a result. Before we are done and of course your next 
success steps and I'm going to have a little special little fireside chat on creating your own 
opportunities. There's a big myth about having to wait for opportunity. No no no no. Why wait on 
them when you can create your own all right the profitable mindset. Please notice all the little things 
crowd this poor brain here mean goodness. Does this feel familiar to anybody. All the things in your 
head right around grabbed for your attention. nice clear brain with some clear direction Margaery 
says squirrel yep that would have been cool. That I should. I should have found a squirrel and put it 
in there Marty. That would have been fun. Squirrelvs. these six things.  
 
[00:08:17] Now this is many many years in the making. It's what I found to be the six pieces or 
pillars of mine set you gotta have to do this really really well because contrary to what you you're 
told Here I am going in blowing all these myths. Everybody tells you all anybody can be successful 
online. You said Oh what you would do. Oh would that it were so nice and quiet in my head. We 
can get there we get there. People will tell you that anybody can be successful online. That's not 
true. That's not true. It takes a certain kind of mindset and those six pillars are belief responsibility 
asking action vision and opportunity and we're going to break each one of those down for you. On 
this masterclass and strength and belief asking in action right here lies. So let's start with belief now. 
Some people wrongly think about this as selflessly and as you guys know or if you don't you're 
about to for 25 years I was a counseling psychologist in private practice working with people's 
heads and hearts all day everyday. So I know a little bit about this and I don't believe in self-esteem 
self-esteem does not come by you or anyone else telling you you're good enough you're smart 
enough and doggone it people like you. Yeah I'm it have to do with something called self efficacy. 
Yay. It has to do with. Doing it has to do with action. It has to do with achievement and 
accomplishment.  
 
[00:10:18] Here is Raus already suggested a another pillar we're going to make a bonus pillar and 
she says not listening to the nay sayers and following your own. Yeah absolutely. There's a lot of 
those out there and the cool thing is rise and maybe Wilm added as mones when you've got these 6 
you're pretty immune to the naysayers. Self efficacy is defined as belief in one's ability to succeed 
in specific situations or accomplish a task. Now there's things were good at and those things were 
not so good. There's things some people are good at that we're good at vers and vice versa. Right. 
As many of you know for the last. What has it been now 8 years. I've been the small group leader 
for a group of guys at our church and are now in 10th grade and I have friends in my men's group 
that hear those stories and look at me and go I don't know how you do that. Jeff how do you hang 
around those kids without killing. Well it does cross my mind sometimes. But one particular guy he 
works on the parking team he directs traffic every Sunday and he says if to me I look at him and I 
go Well I can't do what you do. If I was doing traffic I'd be kicking cars and flipping people off 
every sunny day. You know it doesn't mean you got to be good at everything just good at the things 
that count in your niche. You will have a stronger belief in that before we finish this class. How's 
that for a promise. So there is the belief. Here comes the responsibility. Now. It's not able to 
respond or being a responsible citizen.  
 
[00:12:20] Something I've taught my sons and I think it's one other reason. They're successful and a 
lot of things beyond their years and beyond their peers. I call it super responsibility because we live 



in a world of victim mentality. It's not my fault. Well if you're a victim and none of it is your fault 
guess what. You're right. You are a victim of your own thinking. Because if you're a victim and 
none of it did you have anything to do with guess what you have no power. There's nothing you can 
do. You're stuck with what you got. Good luck. Hope you like not a good thing right. As opposed 
to. Check this out. Here's my saying about responsibility. Please Vernice in your memory. The more 
you take the more you make the more responsibility you take the more money you make. Hey if 
something is not working out the first thing I do is go Okay what's my part in this. And I change it. 
What I can if there's an ongoing conflict. I look at my my own part in it. And sometimes you know 
what the best way to solve those things are is not to contribute any part any more. When you do this 
when you operate with this mindset you will make more money. There's something about doing this 
it frees up the entrepreneurs brains so the more you take the more you make so countercultural in 
asking folks all day long we ask questions no matter what. Right.  
 
[00:14:33] Most people that don't love what they do wake up in the morning in the first question 
they ask is Is it the weekend yet. And how many times can I hit the snooze alarm. I mean in that 
horrible wake up to a blaring noise five out of seven days. No thank you. Can show you're in the 
let's get this done. Let's make it happen portion. How to laugh. Really really good question. Cause 
the better you ask the better you get. Now you are going to be blown away by what I show you here 
in the get this done part and it will change a lot. This is a really important pillar. So belief 
responsibility asking action. You heard it. Take action. You gotta take action. Blah blah blah blah 
blah. But what kind of action have an acronym for. It's called comique a C in my seeI. We will 
break that down. When we get to the let's make it happen. Part Enu or choose an action tied into the 
belief Duff coming from asking better questions that you can take right now or for your head as a 
pillow tonight or real soon. Alright hang on a second I'm going to take care of some. That's an 
insider that somehow doesn't have what they need to get on this very show. But she also got a new 
and earned. Here we go. Thank you for that patient. You guys would appreciate if that was you. 
Okay so we'll break down those five things. Belief responsibility asking action followed by Vision 
talked about being quiet Liria in your head. Part of that is being clearheaded and knowing exactly 
where you're going.  
 
[00:17:00] Or as Johnny Nash dying a few years ago I can see clearly now this is not new stuff. 
There's a proper ancient proverb from one of the wisest folks around Sahlman who said without a 
vision folks perish without a vision your business perishes. We don't want that to happen do we. 
Hey so it will make them stronger to and then last but not least opportunity. And as I said stop 
waiting for opportunities to show up and start creating your own. We'll spend a little bit of time on 
that as a bonus towards the end. Okay so look at this folks were only 17 minutes in. You've gotten 
six pillars you've gotten great content on most webinars. I don't even call this a webinars emote as a 
masterclass but on most of these things you're still listening to how great the money is and how you 
can be doing right now. Now we're ready for you guys ready to make it happen. Give me a yay or 
nay in the Q and A please and get ready to play and participate. Thank you for all those yays and 
yeses and all those positives. Boom Margaret let's make it happen all right. Their belief asking in 
action. We're going to do half of the six and they'll be follow up in the Facebook group and in your 
other stuff. These are the ones that I want you to walk away with before the show's over. So believe 
and we're going to use the famous scale of one to 10 in which one is the least and ten is the worst. 
No I said that wrong in which one is the least.  
 
[00:19:06] Ten is the strongest one is the worst ten is the best guy. One is the worst ten is the best 
right. And so what I want to ask you to do is consider the strength of your belief in your ability to 
be massively successful online. Part of that 10 or above. Part of that whatever other personal goals 
you have. So on a sheet of paper is the best way to do it and keep it in your head if you want to. But 
on a scale of 1 to 10 I want you to rate where it is now again one silliest ten is the strongest. This is 
not a rhetorical. Put it in the chad scale of one to 10. Where is it now Allen says she's out at ten. All 



right. But in big things from you Larry is out of seven. Margaret's right an eight. Yay. At that 
launch come Bernie says Sorry Jeff. Please don't apologize Mary. It's part of why you're here. And 
we'll get you on the way. We'll get you higher tonight and then found right. But you know what I 
mean. And on the way Joan says 5 used to be higher. Ross says and a Rick says for her right. So 
we've got a range from two to 10. That's good. It gives us some stuff to work with right. Now you 
got that one written down. Now next is what's the worst it's ever been. What's the absolute flat out 
bottom lowest it's ever been. Pop that into the chat to what's the worst Jones says a one.  
 
[00:21:05] Margaret says to Elena five record to Leerie is not sure. Bernie says a win. Appreciate 
that honesty. Awesome. So interestingly enough now we have some information where it is now 
and the worst it's ever been. Ha. There is a difference. For every single one of you how'd that 
happen. There are some important information there that we'll use as we go further here. And I 
know we're going to do what's the best it's ever been. Has it been higher than it is now. Whatever 
the best is pop that in the Q and A Serious it has been a turn. Joan has been today Ellen says atten 
Margaret a 9 Rikka 6 and a 3 for Bernie. OK man I'm glad you're here. GREENE All right. So that 
gives us some important information to say if best is higher than thou what happened gives you 
some things to look out for. Maybe some things to do. Now feel free to reach for as high as you can 
go with this next question. Kids what's your goal or would you like it to be tender above please kid 
15. Sister Joan I love it. Repton Liria 10 10 10 10. I think that's 50 with 5 10 and 15 for RAW's. 
Bernie don't settle for a 9 I want you to go to 10 but we'll get you to nine. And then a bonus. Okay 
so Margaret says 10 and Liria says exponents of exponents of Tanya tended the third power. Ellen 
wants to stay right there. Ten. Yeah there you go. Cool. I like that notion. Stay tan cool. I. Right.  
 
[00:23:17] So now brace yourself because we're about to do some higher math right. Not really 
because I can't do higher math. I mean I was doing great with math. I was a big mash fan. I was 
going to be a surgeon until i took chemistry you know soon as they put soon as they put soon they 
added the alphabet to numbers I was in real trouble. So don't worry Margaret no higher math. All 
I'm going to ask you to do is take your goal subtract now and tell me what the number is. What's 
your goal attend. Probably minus where it is now. Give me what that number is. K for Bernie it'd be 
nine minus two at seven. Hey there. OK. Yeah. You think it saying the same thing I was thinking 
they're gay. Margaret it2 Lyria 3. Jonah 10. RICKETT a k now. If you didn't get anything off out of 
this one and what I'm about to tell you you Gangel a and I'm going to use Bernie as an example 
because that's the biggest gap and we'll also get to see the progress too. So I went to school 9 9. 
Minus 2 is 7. Just like Bernie said. The biggest mistake Bernie and anybody else can make no 
matter how many numbers it is is to try to go from a 2 to a 9 in one leap it's kind of like trying to eat 
an extra large pizza in one bite. You're going to choke on it.  
 
[00:25:24] Anybody ever feel like they've choked on their goals or choked on where they wanted to 
be or choked on trying to change something. It's probably because you took too big a piece Liria. So 
how do you eat a pizza. You slice it up and then eat it to buy it a time and give the crust the body 
the end and end on this right here with us. So going from a 2 to 1 9 big however you'd go a long 
way a little bit at a time to mix our metaphors here. Imagine being on a dark road at night. You're 
driving on a dark road at night out in the country your headlights shine only a certain distance 
which gives you a couple of choices you can stop because you can't completely see where you're 
headed. Or you can go as far as your headlights reveal. And then guess what. Once you've done that 
it's revealed the next step and the next step in the next step. So again Bernie's example going from a 
two to three. What I want you to consider Bernie is what actions to take what things to do to take 
you from a 2 to 3 and the rest of you whatever it would take to go from where you are to the next 
number Ohira. We're not settling for less. We're not stopping there. We're just getting you started 
getting you motivated. And then we'll go the rest of the way. So I'm going to give you a couple of 
minutes of just to be quiet and play with consider brainstorm what you might could do to take you 
from the number where you are now to one Nemaha.  



 
[00:27:28] And as you come up with them pop it in here Joan says more consistent marketing. Liria 
get out of my head and launch something like that Bernie get my Web site up. Excellent. I would 
break that big. That's a big chunk Bernie I would break that down. What would be the first step in 
doing that. Rick make sales. Get more response from dead e-mail list. All right good good. Bernie 
get some coaching. 3 Take a bit of action everyday. Yes yes and yes both of those Morony coaching 
and action everyday. Says more blog posts. There you go. Now what I want you guys to do is hold 
on to that not one thing you want to do and all of those are good. All of those are good things to 
take. Morgan says more engagement in my group nurturing my list. Yeah those are good too. Those 
are good actions to take. Now what we're going to do next with asking great questions and taking 
great actions. Hey I'm writing something now because I never said something that way before I 
want you to use. We're going to use it in the asking and the actions. The thing you're talking about 
here. So hang on to that anybody feel a tiny bit hopeful yet. All right. When we ask ourselves 
questions about doing things here's what happens. Good Boree we get one or two answers I can't or 
I can. It's a whole lot easier to believe we can't. Well definitely hoaxes Margaret good let's just get 
rid of this where right now spend time on this page.  
 
[00:30:17] Hey a better question were through because I can't is an answer to Can I. I can't have an 
answer to Can I. So instead a slightly better question in the right direction is how can I how can I 
accomplish my goals. How can I do more blog posts. How can I do more consistent marketing how 
can I how can I how can I. That's better better Ben I can't write Margaret really like how can I. 
What do you like about it. Margaret type out in the queue acres it's good that you like it but you 
ain't seen nothing yet. This is just the beginning of a what I consider to be a damn good quest. I find 
ways to ask an everyday market as the IS on which focus is on how which assumes you somehow 
can. Rather I feel very hopeful what I learned this summer was to make small actions daily. Good 
good. You're in the right place right. OK. Now let's add to how can I let's add in how many ways 
can I. How about that one Margaret in how many ways can I. Now we're getting stronger. Kim who 
is with us. Yay. KIM It's a much more open ended question that makes you problem solve. Yeah. 
That allows you to creatively really get to the creative part. Focusing on how assumes you can 
target. You got it. So how about it how many ways can I. You mean there might be more than one. 
Wow. Folks don't change your goals change your strategies. So we've gone from can I to how can I 
too. How many ways can I.  
 
[00:32:20] Now you're going to put in whatever your thing is you came up with a minute ago. In 
how many ways can I get my Web site up. Get out of my head. Take a bit of action every day in 
how many ways can I. Whatever that goal is. Now we're applying this to specific things for a 
massive online success right. Have you already thought maybe you can apply this to everything you 
can in how many ways can I keeps getting better. In how many ways Kellye and they'll help the 
most people. And how many ways can I take more consistent action and help more people and help 
the most people. I can feel the excitement building. We're not done yet. It keeps getting better and 
how many ways can I Blake karma help the most people make the most money. You mean that's 
okay yeah. Matter of fact Leary says Oh my God I love it. Me too. Thanks. Matter of fact when you 
help a lot of people you do make a lot of money. And how many ways can I Blagg help the most 
people make the most money. Hang on Liria make the biggest difference. Oh my goodness. And 
how many ways can I help the most people make the most money make the biggest difference. And 
finishing out our lovely friends thoroughly enjoy the process. Now in that a better question than to 
wake up with then. Is it the weekend yet and how many ways can I.  
 
[00:34:23] Whatever it is you wanted to help the most people make the most money make the 
biggest difference and thoroughly enjoy the process. Ladies and gentlemen boys and girls that 
question we'll get you up smiling mouth today until you go to bed. Good tired furious as totally lit 
up. Thank you. You're welcome. I'm glad I appreciate it. So in how many ways can I what you 



talked about under the under the belief help the most people make the most money make the biggest 
difference and thoroughly enjoy the process. Now if that's all you got in we dropped the mike and 
closed up now. Pretty good or not. Nanya got one more piece to do her hair if I take a deep breath 
it's fine. It fills you with all that energy. And even stand up if you want to here because here we go. 
Now we're into action. Remember that phrase comique a c c my C. Show you what it stands for. 
COMIGO stands for consistent. That means not once a month or every now and then but 
consistently consistency is the key consistent massive. That means a lot. A lot in big ways in 
multiple ways. Kind of like that addition to massive multiple. The best thing about heat that you are 
inside consistent MAFF of intelligent that MIT has a lot to do with modelling one of the best 
lessons i ever learned about modeling was from some LP trainers but it was during training day. I've 
always been an entrepreneur way back when I was a therapist.  
 
[00:36:50] A lot of us were using guided imagery and hypnosis to help people change and then the 
Florida legislature passed a law that yeah I'd have 10 hours of training to do guided imagery. I 
thought well OK. I live in Tallahassee a town teeming with mental health. There is as many lives as 
people here in Tallahassee. When I was there in Leon County there is an orange county in Orlando. 
I thought huh. I remember go into a workshop and listen for about an hour and a half at one 
convention and listen these people down in South Florida teach I won't call them up. See if we can 
have them come up. Call them up. Answer their own phone. He gave the best answer when I said I 
said you answer your own phone and he goes only when it rings. I like this guy already. I brought 
he and his wife up they were team on to train all the therapists in Tallahassee set it up and opened 
up a separate company called the seminar center and did that for a while as a sideline. So they teach 
an awful lot about an LP. It's where I got really good at breaking people's phobias because at the 
time I had a flying phobia and they used me for an example and killed it in 10 minutes. So it's fun 
killing phobias and one of the nice they were training we went out somewhere. When they don't 
exist anymore they're called Juli's place for dinner and music and dancing and there was there were 
different games there and you know that game where you you roll the small ball up a little incline to 
go into concentric circles and the smaller the circle the more points you get.  
 
[00:38:47] Well I'm really good at decades spent a lot of time in these places when I should have 
Induna things. And so I was just rolling it into the hole with the most points over and over and over 
again. And one of the LP guys yes Kaletsky ball thanks again. Yeah after charity games two kids 
one in an LP guys was watching me and I stopped. What you doing. And he goes I'm watching how 
you do this. I'm watching where your head is where your eyes go how you move your feet how you 
move your arms how you talk your waist and how you get that in that hole every single damn time. 
And I thought that's smart that's intelligent action watching somebody that is doing or has done 
especially continues to do something you really really want to do as a special form of intelligence. 
Kim says. MARTIN Just a little creepy. Yeah I was kinda creeped out a little bit about the way he 
was looking at me. But once I knew why I thought that smart I liked. So consistent massive 
intelligent creative creative creative some of you on here may be thinking oh no this is a bad thing 
because I'm not creative I say unto you with all due respect bullshit if you think you're not creative 
let me ask you a question. Do you ever worry. Of course you do right. You know what worry is. It's 
just a misuse of our creativity. Worry is only a misuse of our creativity because to worry you have 
to go into the future to an event that has not yet happened. Feel all the feelings as if it was real.  
 
[00:40:47] Drag them back to now and feel them now Evanna in creative. Come on folks. So I'm 
big on using your creativity in a positive way. One way to be simplest way to be creative. I do this 
all the time. Is look around and see what everyone else is doing. Look around and see what 
everyone else is doing. And then do the opposite. Look around and see what everyone else is doing 
and then do the opposite. That's one definition of creative. Another definition of creative is to look 
at something there's always been there and see things that have never been seen before. To look at 
something that's always been there and see things that have never been seen before. Right. So 



consistent massive intelligent creative. So here's what I'm going to give you a few minutes to do. 
And as you come up with it puppet in the queue and say hey here's what I want you to do. Go back 
to that first step under belief and whatever it is you pick to get you bring from 2 to 3 and everybody 
else one No up pick that come back here and ask yourself how many ways can I get my website up 
help the most people make the most money make the biggest difference and thoroughly enjoy the 
process. And with that actually in question in mind. Come here you can do all of those if you want. 
I would suggest taking that action. And picking one of them was the most consistent way I can do 
it. What's the most massive way I can do it.  
 
[00:42:56] What's the most intelligent way I can do it and what's the most creative way I can do. So 
play with those. I'll scroll back and forth between the three and let's take a few minutes. And as you 
come up with answers pop them in the Q and A here then we'll celebrate them and we'll be done in 
just a little bit. Ready set go. So you're taking the action that you chose to move from where we are 
now to where are you to the next step. And you're asking in how many ways can I do that. Help the 
most people make the most money make the biggest difference and thoroughly enjoy the process. 
And toss in consistency. Massive intelligent or creative action I will now be quiet for a few 
moments so you can create yes pretty all those questions can apply to one action step. Says pointing 
a Pinterest pen to one of my blog post or videos each day and then set up a tweet schedule about it 
to the Pens videos and post. I love that Margaret creative is massive and it's consistent. I really like 
that one. Liria says just do it without attaching so much significance to it. Direct my internal 
perfectionist in the making failure my friend on the road to my life. There you go. Now I love 
helping perfectionist. But first to have to shock you a little bit. Liria most perfectionist somewhere 
inside if you're honest believe it perfectionism is somehow noble. It is not. Perfectionism is selfish 
because it deprives the world of you and your life changing methods.  
 
[00:46:52] So what I want you to do later is go over to youtube and type in Bob Newhart. Stop it 
and watch that video. It's the best five minute therapy air are a joke consist of marketing articles 
videos means polls checkers speaking gigs Kindle books podcast. You take that massive action 
Joan. Oh my goodness. Says launch imperfect versions shoot inner engineer. I like that the engineer 
don't. Don't shoot the engineer. Because here's what happens. This is all mindset stuff folks. This is 
why you guys got the advantage work in somebody with some money that the background I have. 
Part of what makes me a Category 1 is no one else teaches this online. Has this background what 
happens when we try to kill off a part of ourselves. Shoot a part of ourselves is it fight it Muse's. 
That part has served a good purpose. And may even be useful in the beginning. It may even be 
useful later on. So what you do is you have a negotiation with that part of you it goes something 
like thank you for serving me so well. All these years and taking care of what you've taken care of. 
It's time for you to rest a little bit. And we're going to have this other part do some stuff. So thanks. 
Hang out chill out and we'll see you later. Hey stop the resistance makes things go smoother Kim 
says keep the engineer just the owner an engineer. Just don't let that voice run the whole show. 
There you go. There he says love that thanks. Yep concertedly career kind. The people want to have 
his. Yes yes yes.  
 
[00:48:57] And yes I could answer every question online with consistently create content. Okay so 
everybody got something that are going to do some of you got some things that you could do like. 
Now before we get off the show and if not definitely definitely definitely if you can't complete it. 
During this day at least take one step towards it before your head hits a pillow tonight that will build 
momentum. My guess is from the excitement I feel from you guys. Many of you will be doing it 
now and that's fine. And then afterwards that's even greater. So big question for you guys as always. 
I deliver yay or nay in the Q and A thanks Kim you always deliver. Parker says your show did 
Jones says Yalea. OK. All right. Now many many many of you on this particular training are 
already insiders. Thanks for the always Ross so you guys can in the in the Q and A encourage the 
people that aren't yet cause I'm going to show them what them yet. Some of you guys have not been 



around in while may be surprised by some of the new stuff because we're always getting better 
hearing results. Now masterclass that's my favorite time now clock. Hey we're doing a series of 
these we've done six in a row to kind of set the baseline and then we're going to slow up a bit so you 
don't have to drink out of the firehose all the time. So here's the reality though and part of the 
struggle for people the more masterclasses you attend the more results you will get.  
 
[00:51:08] Because every time you attend one and do what we do you get a result. So the more 
masterclasses you attend the more results you can get that can get expensive. And time consuming. 
I want to save you some time. And I want to save you some money. Hey Margaret says the insiders 
are the best investment I've made for my mindset. It is an ongoing boost. Oh good. I love that. 
Yeah. You'll see that quote again Margaret. That's okay with you right. For every masterclass you 
get a master class video training that we're doing. And then the replay forever. The unedited 
transcript some of you like to read stuff and mark it up good template that walks you through 
everything a checklist. So you make sure you use everything universal laws that break everything 
down into manageable chunks so they're easy to consume. We turned into an edited transcript into 
e-book and every now and then when appropriate I get my buddy Jim Edwards and I together to 
create a mini wizard for you. There may be one for this. I haven't gotten to it yet. Who knows. And 
the Master Class Facebook. Now I've come up with a way where you can get all the masterclasses 
for less than you'd pay for 3. And many of you here that aren't Enyart have bought more than three. 
I'm about to save you some money and some time I could offer you a permanent backstage pass. 
You got a backstage pass to be here which one is at Cannes that you loved and a backstage pass 
means you get whatever I'm creating for less.  
 
[00:53:22] You get to be there alive help design it and get your questions answered like. Because 
we're into a queue and aim forward not to get a permanent backstage pass. Three to five 
masterclasses a month. Some of these we're going to be open to everybody at thirty five thirty seven 
dollars. Some of these will not be open to everybody. Some of these three to five. Oh yeah. The 
easy sales copy. KIM Yeah I say I do all my sales letters. Some of these will only be behind or 
inside the inciters group class Libe train that we just talked about in the unedited transcripts 
checklist templates e-book wizards where appropriate. Now just for those among the 37 148 now 
when I turned them into 97 to 197 products that's 388 they'll be on internet marketing content 
marketing success mindset psychological edge relationships parenting may maybe thinking about 
taking that out. Making a separate stress goals motivation change all the mindset stuff we've been 
doing on issue. Now that's on the left side of the show because that's everything you get with the 
master class portion. You're being invited into. Now there's a master mind portion. You're about to 
be invited into and memorize says being an insider is the best money spent to keep me going 
forward. As you always have a place to be accountable. Accountability is key to not giving up that's 
for sure. Here's everything you get on the mastermind side. Are the people that aren't in yet or going 
Wow. And the people that are already in or don't you mean we get all these master classes. JEFF 
Yeah that's a 388 value a month.  
 
[00:55:32] What I just showed by the way not a one time a month and the mastermind you get 
training sessions like redoing them are you to mastermind Q and A session. What that means is I 
don't just answer your question. The group does too and we build your business around the answer. 
So a lot better way to do it. Spile like unfelt sessions where instead of sitting on a hot seat 
uncomfortable we get to focus on a part of your business and make it better. I love those because 
not only does the person doing them learn everybody in the group learns group coaching sessions 
where I bring in one of my. I'm blessed to have many colleagues and friends to teach you 
something. That they're better than me. Exclusive Facebook mastermind at a separate group from 
the master class. What I love waking up every morning and checking the insiders Facebook 
mastermind thing people all over the world help each other. The psychological edge you benefit 
from my 25 years experience as a counseling psychologist to help you with the hard stuff and with 



all the stuff to get stirred up by having an online business so you can be super successful. All my 
info products for free up when I code create infl products you'll get a deal. When I do affiliate 
products like last week as Kim was alluding to you get a deal. You Masley the seven pillars of 
online success. And the certainty blueprint 21 steps to making your success simply certain.  
 
[00:57:37] I may even give you a flash of that because in a time of between when I finished up 
something and came on to do this when I was tweaking that thing and make it even better. We'll be 
playing with that tomorrow on our training you add all that stuff up all the real world value four 
thousand nine hundred eighty two dollar value a month. Not a one time thing a month. Margaret 
says my recent spotlight consult got lots of eyes on my under-construction sales page an offer I took 
feedback and made it much better. That's worth a lot. Yeah it is and I saw those changes today 
Margaret and I was just grinning. That was really cool. Ross says the best part is Jeff will not make 
you feel like a loser if you slip. Thank you. I would never that would ever even occur to me your 
eyes. I mean we all do that. That's that is not as one of the reasons Arauz why I'm always in a 
mastermind. I always have I always want to do three things. Actually five things I always want to 
be in a master mind. I always want to work with a mentor. I always want to be in a men's group of 
other guys that can call me on my crap. Hey and I always want to be pouring my life into other 
people and being with someone that pours her life into mine. Those are five half truths for me. So 
no I'm not going to make sure Michael is we all mess up. Now where I went to school four thousand 
nine hundred eighty two dollars plus 388 dollars equals five thousand three hundred seventy dollar 
value a month not a one time thing a month. How often.  
 
[00:59:37] Say it with me in the queue in a month. You're not going to be investing that way. Thank 
you for that monthly area. The mindset stuff is so much more valuable than I usually think about. 
Just hit a pothole and said that's important and not staying in the pot. Oh yeah absolutely. Someday 
we'll do the the the five an autobiography and five short chapters about holes and getting interesting 
now right. You guys want to see what the investment is each month. It's a way lot less than that. If 
you do please type and move that SLI or MTW for sure. And all you folks that are in Inyanga ready 
them about a surprising move that slide AMPAS into the area as you wish. Just 200 bucks a month 
that's less than 3 masterclasses 3 masterclasses or 120 dollars. So less than 3 masterclasses do you 
get all this stuff. Now I want you to think about this. Think about how much you spend a month in 
the latest greatest. What do they call a shiny object syndrome. Right. getting it all and everything 
you'll need. Larry is like I'm already in. But still. Yeah it's a really great value. You're right. Thank 
you. The link is just been put in the chat. Jeff Haring dot com for Slash Master Class Dasch 
member. Think about all the other things you could spend a hundred bucks on. Now you're 
investing it in the stepped to make in a different help and a lot of people making a lot of money and 
having fun while you're doing it. Pretty good investing.  
 
[01:01:45] Again there's a review of everything you're going to get on the left hand side as are the 
master class stuff on the right hand side is all the mastermind stuff. Here let me jump ahead. You 
know what. I hadn't planned this but here's the new certainly blueprint that I was working on earlier 
in the three sections getting started making money in Advanced Strategies. One of the things I'm 
going to do. Hey now listen listen carefully. Every single person I've ever worked with like Felicia 
Slattery for example that's put all 21 of these in this into place. They are massively successful. So I 
was thinking the other day Kim and asked a group of folks that I work with. Well would it be like if 
I created a master class for each one of these 21 somebody figure out what 21 times 37 is please. 
And they say yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah it was members of this group actually of the insiders. So 
what I'm getting ready to do is create a master class on each one of these. Some of them will be 
open to the public at thirty seven dollars. Most of them will be inside the insiders mastermind. 
Seven hundred seventy seven dollars. Well that's kind of cool. The 21 times. Thirty seven to seven 
hundred seventy seven dollars. So I mean come on. That's seven months in the program. Course 
there is another option I'm going to show you to in just a minute. It is a nice number. All right. So 



there is certainly blueprint.  
 
[01:03:32] No I don't mind showing it to your that aren't and yet because they're so much behind it. 
Yay for there's everything you're getting there is the investment. Let me show you what's on that 
page and give you a couple of options. And one of which is going away pretty soon because of the 
huge value here are here's what you see when you go to that. No that didn't take OK. When I copied 
it and didn't stick it was something else I copied earlier. OK. And if I have to type it I will area. 
There is the page again you get to see everything you're going to get you get all this for only 100 
bucks a month right now. Here's my offer. Just cause you're on this webinar and this goes away. At 
the end of the month right there it says yearly membership save 200 bucks. So you can get a yearly 
membership for a thousand until the end of the month. That's not a yearly membership for a 
thousand until the end of the month. It's lifetime day until the end of the month. You get lifetime for 
a thousand bucks. So after your first 10 months in the Insiders you're set for life care say my 
becoming an insider when you first offered it is looking better and better. Love the master class for 
all 21 things. Good Rick. I'm going to love teaching it. Kim says Wow. Yeah. So what this means 
right is if you're not already onboard and you want to commit to lifetime you click that button on 
this page I'll know it all sets you up for a lifetime you'll never pay again.  
 
[01:06:00] What this also means if you're already in and you're doing a yearly or a monthly pay an 
old yearly or a current monthly you can click that button and convert to lifetime for a thousand 
bucks. Basically 10 months away this goes away midnight at the end of the month. Hey and convert 
to and convert to yearly so is basically get it for life or unit for a year. Let's see bearing his Ashkan. 
How can present insiders get on board right at that same link. Bernie in the chat Jeff Haring dot com 
for Slash masterclass dash members and just click on your yearly membership. I know you're 
already and so I know it will be year. I mean not it I know it won't be yearly. It will be lifetime Joan 
I'll take care of that later. Ross says lifetime rocks. If I were not in a lifetime insider I would most 
definitely do this. I've also been here from the beginning yeah you have thanks. So again just to be 
clear it's fine with me if you come on board. 100 Amite that's fine I understand. Hey if you want to 
do a lifetime membership for what soon going to be the yearly membership. You need acqui now 
and the end of the month. And because at the end in the month the yearly membership is going to be 
a thousand. Right now you'll get lifetime for a thouse or ridden Kimmons question. Kim send me 
send me an e-mail. Welcome aboard to Bernie.  
 
[01:08:20] Good job Bernie I'm so glad Bernie we're going to take you places buddy Kim sent me 
an e-mail with that question and I'll take care of it. Ross says it's worth putting it on a credit card. If 
you can do it this way you won't be have interfered get the best of both worlds. She got a zero 
percent credit card. Yeah well my goal is to help you make that back as quick as possible. Can you 
just give me an e-mail earlier. So you know my e-mail sent me an e-mail with a question not carry. 
Bernie welcome aboard your lifetime a new pair of eyes. Say hi to Bernie. He's our new lifetime 
member. He's been a monthly member but now he's a lifetime and raise your rate yet 0 percent 
there's no interest. That's why they call it congratulations. Everybody says to Bernie granulation 
congratulations welcome to Lifetime. But he says Hey I'm lifetime you are buddy. Good job. All 
right cool. Now I got some other stuff to show you. And if you to know what the link is to lifetime 
it's the same link I put in the chat. You just click on bringeth Thank you everybody. You're in a 
good group. What was I saying. It's the same thing that's in the chat. You just click on Yerli which 
is really lifetime for you. OK. Flight and we do still have some apps. Click on the right button Jeff. 
Here we go. Back up. If I told you I was going to work with you a little bit about this whole 
opportunity thing. Here we go. Opportunity. Now we've heard that saying that opportunity only 
knocks once and then everybody went the opposite way.  
 
[01:10:19] There there's always opportunities if it's a good one it'll come back again. Well listen 
sometimes the windows close on opportunity right. So my belief this is kind of like what happened 



to me last year was eaten at my favorite sushi place called Rice and I got a fortune cookie that was 
blank because I'd go there a lot. My waiter said I'll get you nonetheless. Now this is perfect why is it 
perfect. Cause I can write my own fortune right. I still have that blank piece of paper. I kept part of 
the fortune cookie to day yeah. Kim Blank is the master of creation. There you go do it yourself 
fortune cookie. I like that. So much in the same way I believe in making your own opportunities. 
Stop waiting for opportunities to show up. Start creating your own. Bernie just by going lifetime. 
Others have done it. I go and yearly other once fine but you know you got a good deal here folks on 
here's here's the thing when you act with boldness and create your own opportunities. Not only will 
doors open for you. My whole life my whole business life. Actually even before that my whole life 
reflects this. Doors will open for you and even better doors will open for you. That would not have 
opened for other people. In college one of the guys at our church one day asked me because I was 
there was some big college event afterwards and I was there with a date. And let me let me preface 
this I consider myself a really average guy and a really average looking guy.  
 
[01:12:46] Oh my buddy. How come all these pretty women go out with you. And I looked around 
like with some big secret and I said Do you really want to know the secret. Yes. So while you were 
engaged why do you want to know. He goes I'm just curious. Alright here it is. I ask them out. I 
asked. Hey were back to asking folks. Okay that was my secret. It still is. I asked when you act 
boldly doors will open for you. That wouldn't have knowingly opened and wouldn't have opened for 
anyone else. That's what I mean by creating your own opportunities. Kim says always question 
mark my experiences of doors. Only Happen if you're own your path. You can't get the wrong doors 
open so extreme resistance may mean you need to adjust course. Yes absolutely. Absolutely. That's 
true. Yeah. If doors close. That that when doors close. Fuck that's direction from a bigger power 
than us. When doors close that direction from a bigger power than us. Now sometimes door is close. 
To see if we really mean it and it's our job to buff them down. I really believe that sometimes the 
door is closed to see if we really mean it and it's our job to bust them down. Is also our job to 
sometimes go OK. Not for me. Don't change the goal change the strategies. They don't. Oh I like 
that the way I said that it rhymed. That's not for me.  
 
[01:14:42] Don't change the goal change the strategy so you write that down for me. That's a good 
day. So anyway. Create your own opportunities. Is my point my point. And I do have one. Create 
your own opportunities. Okay kids you got some questions for me. We got Duyen in a little bit less 
time. Oh Margaret write down for me piece by piece here. Thanks. Good on copy that later. That's 
not for me. Don't change the goal change the strategy. And then sound like a country song it sounds 
more like a kind of sign does that sound like it's not country for the love of god don't say rap haikus 
says Margaret Heeger here. Somebody is asking when the training starts for them after mine. Soon 
as you come on board I'll make sure you're taken care of and hooked up. And we do the arm the 
master class. You guys get these right. There'll also be ones that are exclusive to them after mine 
and we do an hour and a half training once a week with training. Q and A after q and a spotlight 
Consols. What did you mean when you alluded to Master Class alive. Jeff Well see there used to be 
this really cool thing in Atlanta. Twice a year. Yeah. Leary that could be billers. No and I didn't. On 
that particular training. But it's still open to you and we'll work it out. So the link in the chat. Jeff 
Haring dot com forward slash Master Class Dasch member and we'll get you taken care of. What 
was I saying. Oh yeah.  
 
[01:17:08] NAM's we used to have two big workshops here in Atlanta. It was great to hang out with 
folks and and be together. I miss that. And they're not going to bring it back. Not in that form. So 
what I'm planning sometime before the end of the year I think is the first master class alive. Hey 
where. Margaret remember that day long workshop I did at NAM's where we broke it into three 
parts and you got a result in each part. Liria says awesome it'll be like that you'll get a result for 
each part. It'll be mainly me to start the number again friends and you guys can imagine who and 
that was your first NAMs. MARGARET Oh my goodness. So it was. Wait a minute because we 



didn't want that on that on a Friday or Saturday. OK. That was on a Saturday. So wasn't it wasn't 
your first workshop at NAM's. Because my goodness you guys had bet we had bacon delivered we 
had balls rolling down the aisles you were wearing funny glasses. Yeah I brought in Bryan and 
bacon Aleena says that would be great. I've missed NAM's. Yeah me too. Mogra says it was 
Saturday. Yeah I'll leave that your first stand was your last chance. I'm sorry. Let's bring something 
like that back better. All right. So maybe before the end of the year we'll see. But definitely I 
wanted to be something regular. Would you guys like something like that. Where you came in and 
and got trained in person. Got to hang with people got to learn stuff and be around folks. Way to go.  
 
[01:19:10] And she is our newest lifetime member. Everybody say congratulations and you have 
two things to do in the chat. Welcome and you guys would like that very much says Larry. Morgan 
says yes. And Lena says yes Mogra says bring in Nyle too. Of course he'd be one could you 
imagine niall in Gemini together. Oh my goodness energy is amazing and like a group Kim says 
congratulations and so did Joan. So is Bernie AleenaMrs. Nyle. Yeah he's a good guy. He God says 
Margaret area. All right. So awesome. Good. We'll do that. What else did I want to ask you. Kim 
says I think life training is great. Well we'll keep it going. Kim would love it live streamed. We 
talked to some friends. Bernie I got some people that I've got a buddy that a couple buddies that do 
that. And we just we just do stuff for each other. So I think out of those two one were at least one or 
two now. Those of you that are insiders will get. Are there certainly blueprint master classes. The 
next one is not going to be until sometime during the week. In other September because we're going 
to start spread them out a little bit but I'm thinking about doing the next one on repurposing your 
content. That seems like a good idea. Or you got another idea what else would you like to see as a 
master class. Rob says Yes repurposing any other repurposing yesses or what else would you like to 
see me do. John says yes fun repurposing.  
 
[01:21:26] And that's one of the cool things about the math class is you get to suggest some what 
you'd like to learn if you want to get a result. Ellen and Bernie say yes on the repurposing. If you 
want to get a result let me know what result you want and we can design a master class around it. If 
I can't do it I'll either learn it so I can which would be good for me and good for you guys or I'll 
bring in somebody that can. Hey Marber says repurposing can be sliced in many ways. Yeah. 
ALLEN Absolutely were to do one for each of the 21 steps of the blueprint. So probably the first 
one will be Fearn. I don't know that I'll do the niche in an inch wide and a mile deep for everybody. 
I may just do that for you guys. A masterclass on engaging groups Margaret says. Okay cool I like 
that one. I'm taking some training this week on just that Margaret because I'm pretty good at it but I 
want to get better and better. So yeah awesome. Rob says I've got a load of content it would be 
great to brainstorm repurposing call because there is just I mean it just keeps growing growing and 
growing which you can do with it. What I would do on a masterclasses show you some of my SO 
on my protocols that I use to do it. That makes it easy and get you to repurpose at least one piece of 
content on that masterclass little hint a preview coming attractions.  
 
[01:23:02] Part of my content creation protocol is I'm not done until I repurposed it at least one 
way. So there you go. Alright I try to keep these things to between 60 90 minutes so we're 
approaching the 90 minute mark. We put or the slides are up Doy again. Those of you that are on 
board. That's everything you're gettin and you can see that all at that link and then make your choice 
between monthly or lifetime again that's going to end the end of the month. So those of you that 
have upgraded from monthly to lifetime smart cookies way to go. And we don't need to change 
anything you just end. You'll never pay again. So cool. There's a link. For those of you that still 
want to upgrade come down. And for those of you that want to still come aboard. Come on. I'm 
gonna leave this slide up for a few minutes. Keep order. And on that note thank you for being here. 
A lot of places you could have been. You chose to be here and that is so awesome. I appreciate it 
and always will be honored by that. Go get the stuff Jeff Haring Nutcombe for its flash masterclass 
dash member or go upgrade this stuff over there. And as always go use this stuff and in particular 



use what you worked on on this master class. Can Liria and rather all saying thank you. Great as 
always. You guys have a great week too and I'll see many of you tomorrow at 130 for our 
mastermind training day in the Facebook group. So if you been in the Facebook group yet get over 
there. Hey end.  
 
[01:25:02] That e-mail with those links will be going out either later tonight or early in the morning. 
Seelye you guys Tomar appreciate you and we'll catch you next time.  
 


